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Ihe joumey to remain awake is diffi-
cult. B influence schools content them-
selves with allurement. r.

An absolute that is true: We must have
friction to awaken. A simple statement
that pain will verify. r.

Some decisions are laid out by C influ-
ence as a source of pain and friction
for US, with the idea in mind that the
decision we make is secondary to remem-
bering to separate and use it as fric-
tion.

j^

Sometimes information in the teaching
is like a person we once knew a long
time ago. The outward form seems dif-
ferent and yet somehow there is a com-
mon bond. r

Among the most miraculous verifications
a student on the Way can make is to
verify C influence is working with o-ur
group.

YL.

We have to make educated guesses as to
where C influence is taking each of us
and the Fellowship, yet each person's
play is already written. r.

Celestial influence will not allow rest
at times. The son of man (world six]
has nowhere to lay his head. R.

One of the most common C influence
shocks that a number four being en-
counters is when something negative is
arranged after he has done something
kind. The emotional center fumes , and
the person has to separate. Remember,
the facts lie. r*

Few people in their existence attempt
the daily search for their soul. And
the few who do rarely find a aonsaious
sahool, lest they have fäte. In gen-
eraljas sunsefs shawl of old age falls
upon people, they find their true wealth
in^their children,and they expeat their
dhildven to feel the same about them.
For school souls their true wealth is
their Self and their fellow students
who compose their conscious family in
their joumey through this lie. R.



Life

Ihe machine is designed to reach the

third State, and this idea is not to be

known by the masses. This is a fact for

me now, yet it used to be a theory. R.

Not only do humans not exist for them-

selves. . .they do not exist. R.

A small portion of humanity tums in-

ward and begins the search for their

self. When they take this gamble they

must have one essential factor on their

side, without it they are löst. This

factor is tuok. Most humans content

themselves in losing safely, and re-

maining part of the mäss. R.

Try to verify the theory that humans do

not exist. You will find it is naive

to see their situation otherwise, as

well as being fashionably sentimental.

A nuraber four being wastes much energy

grieving about humanity 's condition,

yet this will not alter the plight of
humanity and leaves him with much less

energy and ability to alter his own

situation. Often the desire to save

others is a noble buffer for our in-

ability to self-remember

.

R.

Life people seldom make an effort to

direct their attention and are at the

mercy of associative thinking. Life has

to take itself seriously, it is all it

has. In Life as in the teaching, people

will drown you if it is allowed. R.

If we met members of our Life family

tomorrow, they general ly could not sur-

prise US with any unique statements, as

they are a part of Life. Life is in-

capable of thinking about certain scales

such as the self ,immortality , or legit-

imate esoteric ideas. Occasionally a

few will speak about the idea of the
self, but 'being in a state of Identifi-

cation they will consider the self a

word and not a quiet state potentially
available to humans. . R.

People do not have a soul. A soul has

to be created. R.

It was intentional insincerity on the

part of celestial influence to give the

Western mind the concept of will and J,

neither of which it has. R.

Religion is the worst drug man has. It

gives him the illusion that he has a

soul, thus he will not work for some-

thing he thinks he already has. If this

is so, why is it so? Man is intended

to be food for another si lent, natural

enemy — the moon, according to the sys-

tem. R.

General ly people in Life are a tragedy
and do not know it . They are fated to

be eaten, just as we all eat various

beings each day. R.

Humanity is a less significant level

than it thinks it is. It is forced to

take itself seriously since it has the

common plight of existing together. R.

Humans are cells. They are as met al

pin-balls striking each other and bump
from one person to another, at the mer-

cy of associative thinking. R.

Humans can be objectively viewed as

earthworms , aerating the soil. R.

Long-haired people are one form of life

in relation to the death around them.

They are an attempt at another level.

R.

Cities inhale people at 8 a.m. and ex-

hale them at 5 p.m. R.



Machines

If you woke up in the body of a unicom
you wouldn't know how to act . You are
just as much at the mercy of your own
body. You are not responsible for your
behavior — you are born embedded in an
animal . You think you know your body,
but you dorit even know when you scratch
your head. Our body is as much of an
object of the outside world as a tree,
a plant or a stone. George Gurdjieff

We are asleep in the animal. The body
is awake, the "I" is not. This sleep
is comparable to a hypnotic state. A
child is put under the power of sugges-
tion, and låter in life, auto-sugges-
tion, a completely mechanical state.
Adults are absolutely under a hypnotic
spell. The hypnotist suggests to you a
little faster than Life suggests.

George Gurdjieff

If your work is successful you will
quickly come to the conclusion that you
do not exist and that you are sur-
rounded by machines, called humans. R.

We are in a machine that can stop being
a machine. R.

Our machine is a seed for our soul. R.

The human machine will soraetimes give
negative statements in a honeyed tone,
as below, and, of course, it will mani-
fest in the opposite manner, giving
compliments in a negative form such as
not bad, or aufully good. R.

Stanford University recently dropped
the name "Indians" as their school's
nickname. A national television sports
announcer made the remark that now he
has to make a "conscious effort" not to
say the word Indians which had become
habitual (or mechanical)

.

R.

Negative machinery will sieze most any
opportunity as a chance to be negative.
If students are at 'this level in their
being, it may be a buffer from the in-
ability to self-remember

.

R.

When two people are speaking, sometimes
they will both speak at the same time
and one of the two will automatically
raise the level of his speaker (voiae)
and speak louder than the other, R.

Photograph how serious you are now. A
few minutes ago you were laughing.
Presently, emotions "happen" to you,
just as it may rain next week or it may
not. It happens . Observe how the ma-
chine works and control what is profit-
able for development of thy Self. R.

If we are around positive music our
machines will be positive. If we are
around negative music, our machines will
become negative, unless we have the
tool of separation. R.

Our physical eyes, through which we see
existence, are only one way of observ-
ing the planet and universe we move in.
And our vision is further clouded by
the body type machine through which we
see. Another way of seeing (such as
the instruments C influence may use for
vision) may observe the fragrances of
flowers as they usher forth from blos-
soms or the current of the wind as it
rolls upon the shores and the mountains,

R.



Essence Magnetic Center

Lssence is more difficult to lose than

personality. In right order people will

want to shake essence as well as per-

sonality. The Self is not the body.
R.

Essence has some negative features . A

person of lead does not see certain

things . If he does not have gold he

has to make it — that is alchemy. R.

Personality is easier to alter than es-

sence. R-

Some people will snap at you if you are

in your essence. They have already

died and they don 't want any signs of

life around them. R.

The clothing you are wearing is lovely.

It is in your essence. R.

If you thoroughly enjoy painting it is

in your essence. R.

iVlostall of the people we see in Life

have a thoroughly inadequate magnetic

center. The magnetic center is located

in the intellectual part of the emo-

tional center or the King of Hearts.

Generally the King of Hearts is at the

mercy of the Queen of Hearts or the

emotional part of the emotional center,

and the Jack of Hearts, that is, the

instinctive-moving or mechanical part

of the emotional center. This is the

hidden meaning Lewis Carroll wishes to

portray in Alice in Wondevland. R.

The King of Hearts has to be strong if

a person wishes to begin the joumey of

attempting to change his level of being.
R.

Clothing is a personal manifestation

and is related to magnetic center.

Wearing clean clothes is a more impor-

tant idea than what style of clothing

is worn. This angle relätes to our

living environment also. R.

Some jobs help to feed essence, though
it is wise to remember Peter Ouspensky
stated that a student has to be able to
afford to study; that is, a student
having time to be out of pattems. This
does not mean having a great deal of

money, rather, being frugal, if that is

your play. R.

Some jobs are good food for separation

and if it can be handled, fine. If it

is too much it should be a line of work

to be ended or minimized if possible.
R.

Essence in all of us,at varying levels,
needs to be educated. R.

Essentially means of the essence. R.

Visiting a bookstore is a useful way to

observe different magnetic centers rest-

ing on bookshelves. R-

Influences of the second kind (B influ-

ences) which create the magnetic center

can proceed through books, through

philosophical systems, through rituals,

and are subject to the law of accident.

If the magnetic center works rightly

and if a man searches, or even if he

does not search actively yet feels

rightly, he may meet another man who

knows the way and who is connected di-

rectly or through other people with a

center existing outside the law of ac-

cident. The influence of »the man who

knows the way upon the first man goes

through his magnetic center. Gurdjieff



Morality Features

Mclorality is a traditional saored caw
of the emotional centers and is used to
strong advantage by celestial influence
to awaken our higher centers. It is a

fact that, unfortunately , anything goes
with higher forces in regards to waking
up school students. Higher forces un-
derstand daily that humans do not exist.

We often forget, or do not wish to ad-
mit it. R.

As often as we can, avoid the words we
have to or we must. They somehow are
tinged with morality, which is subiec-
tive and varies from culture to culture.

R.

A student said he feels he lias obliga-
tions to meet . My reply was , "It is not
obligations you have to meet, it is
morality." R.

Cf.hief feature may be in personality or
essence. A person may also have addi-
tional strong weaknesses which are
additional food to help change the lev-
el of being. In working with the puzzle
of chief feature it may help to deter-
mine what it isn't. This will leave
fewer pieces to ponder. R.

Following are sorae exaraples of features,
or weaknesses

:

Power, fear, inner considering, self-
pity, naiVeté, stubbornness , too-much-
family, lack of pride, excessive talk-
ing, greed,vanity, tramp, no conscience,
no shame, selfishness, laziness, like
to be right(identified with knowledge)

,

dominance, thinking one can do (one's
competence being in the way)

.

R.

Identification

It is difficult to find the smallest
thing with which man is unable to iden-
tify. At the same time, in a state of
Identification, man has even less con-
trol över his mechanical reactions than
at any other time. R.

It is a high level to speak of a dif-
ficult subject and not be identified.

R.

Avoid assuming others may not know
something that you do not know. This
trait is particularly found in youth

,

and its roots are in vanity. R.

All that vanity needs is itself. R.

When a person has a chief feature of
greed, the more he receives the more he
may want

.

r.

Work against any weakness in yourself
and you work against chief feature. It
is building will. Peter Ouspensky

When we anxiously wish to say something
we usually are closer to being identi-
fied. This does not contradict the
necessity that the Work needs to be
emotional. R.

Peter Ouspensky formulated that what-
ever attracts or repels us requires
identification. R.

People may have a spiritual nobility
emitting from them that is a result of
their inner work upon themselves. What
Life calls attractive may be more of a
disadvantage than a person with a phys-
ical disability. People in Life with
an attractive machine may speak much
and laugh more to attract attention to
themselves, or feed a vain weakness. R.
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Imagination

A psychological experiment was con-

ducted by Leonard Carmichael and col-

leagues , showing the work of imagina-

tion. A group of students was shown a

list of twelve line drawings , and was

asked to reproduce them from memory.

The figures were shown one at a time,

privately, to each subject. Before each

showing, the experimenter would say,

"The following figure resembles . .

."

While all the subjects saw the same

figure, half were given one set of ver-

bal labels, and half another set. The

first drawing was labeled a heeh-ive for

some, and a hat for others ; the second
was called an Taour glass for some, and

a tahZe for others.

The purpose of giving the student am-

biguous drawings that could be inter-

preted either way was to direct by
suggestion the subject 's reproduction
of each figure.

The result was that in 87 per cent of
the cases the drawings were sharply
distorted in the direction of the par-
ticular verbal label which had been
provided. What the subjects imagined
was their recall turned out to be based
on what they were told the figures re-
sembled, rather than what they actually
saw.

Dr. lan M. L. Hunter, British psycholo-
gist, wrote in Memory: Faots and Fal-
laaies , that almost invariably we inter-
pret our present experienaes in aaoord-
ance with our own interests , attitudes

,

hopes and expeatations

.

Our imagination, under external or in-

temal suggestion, supplies the meaning
to people as well as to pictures or

drawings

.

Monterey Veninsula Herald

Ihe power of imagination, the power of

fantasy, is something which takes the

plaae of a real funotion. When a man

dreams instead of acting, when his

dreams take the place of reality, when

a man imagines himself to be an eagle,

a lion, or a magician, it is the force

of the power of imagination acting in

him.

If men could see their true position

and could understand all the horror of
it, they would be unable to reraain where
they are even for one second. They

would begin to seek a way out and they

would quickly find it, beaause there is

a way out; but men fail to see it sim-

plybecause they are hypnotized. Imag-

ination is the force that keeps them
in a hypnotic state.

There are certain states in ordinary
sleep in which a man wants to awaken

but cannot . He tells himself that he

is awake, but, in reality, he continues

to sleep — and this can happen several

times before he finally awakes . But in

ordinary sleep, once he is awake, he is

in a different state; in hypnotic sleep
the case is otherwise; there are no ob-

jective characteristics ,at any råte not
at the beginning of awakening; a man can-

not pinch himself in order to make sure
that he is not asleep. And if a man has
heard anything about objeative charac-

teristics , imagination at once träns

-

forms it all into imagination and
dreams. George Gurdjieff

»^udents come to the conclusion that

the chief obstacle to observation is

imagination. Thé person wishes to ob-

serve something, but instead of that,

imagination starts in him on the same
subject and he forgets about observing.

R.
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Actins Death

Life is acting unconsciously most all

of the time and wishes us to take seri-

ously what they take seriously. R.

Postures for people in Life are their

props for their acts

.

R.

People aat out emotions, imitating what

they see in movies and on television.

They act the way they think they are

supposed to act. Watch people in Life

when they are angry. They aat out an-

ger the same way each time, as they have

no other way of dealing with it. R.

Observe the act of commanding in people.

R.

As we observe acts it will become clear

that each of us is playing a role. R.

All Life is acting, and copying each

other with automatic, associative move-

ments , talking and thinking, and they

do not know they are acting. And they

do not know how much they do not know

it. R.

Our little daily acts we have also re-

lieve boredom. . .but do not let false

personality hide behind this angle. R.

Try to minimize acting as much as we

can . This will not leave us dull , it

will leave us more in harmony with the

universe. George Gurdjieff pointed out

that nature is basically si lent. R.

All our "acts" are appeasement because
we haven 't developed. George Gurdjieff

One of the acts of essence and the Self
is to share visual energies , which is

positive. R.

If a person lives to be seventy-six

years of age he will have approximately

two and one-half billion seconds tick

away in the timer of his life. The

seconds are as grains of sand that un-

ceasingly empty his vessel. R.

When doing the candle experiment it was

easier to see the temporal life of the

human body. It was also felt that this

life was an interruption of what we

were doing before birth. R.

On the subject of life before birth and

after death the Tibetan Book of the

Dead and Rodney Collin's Theory of Con-

soious Harmony are useful. R.

All experience of all mankind(not imag-

ination) shows that we cannot know what

happens after death, otherwise we would

have known something positive about it.

Since we know nothing, it proves def-

initely that in this state of conscious-

ness, with ordinary centers, we can

only make theories. Try to understand
that our capacity of knowing is limited

by our state of consciousness

.

Peter Ouspensky

If there is anything in a man able to

resist extemal influences , then this

thing itself may also be able to resist

the death of the physical body. But

think for yourselves what there is to

withstand physical death in a man who
faints or forgets everything when he

cuts his finger? If there is anything
in a man, it may survive; if there is

nothing, then there is nothing to sur-

vive. George Gurdjieff

Death will prove you did not do enough.
R.

"Have you supposed it lucky to be

bom... it is far luckier to die..."
Watt Whitman



Fellowship

Or'nce upon a time there lived a pea-
cock in the garden of a Master. And it
was the custom of the Master to walk in
the garden while talking to his minis-
ters and certain members of his kingdom
about the affairs of state. And the
peacock would join the stroll, listen-
ing to the talk,wishing that it weren't
a peacock so that it too could talk to
the Master. Time passed, and the pea-
cock spread its feathers less and less,
until soon it no longer seemed to be a
peacock. Now the Master, who had great
wisdom, saw the state of the peacock
and one day called to the peacock and
said, "What would you like to talk a-
bout?" And the peacock was so over-
joyed that it began to speak to the
Master about the highest affairs of
state and as the words spilled forth,
the peacock 's feathers began to spread
again in their most fanciful array. And
all the while, the Master listened at-
tentively to the peacock, answered its
questions, and extended kindness and
gentleness to the peacock. And the
talking ended. And it came to pass that
the peacock thought about all that had
happened and realized that it was still
a peacock. D. R. Parker

/v survey of 1970 television programs
showed that violence was present in 75%
of plays with a contemporary or domes-
tic setting, in 98% of plays set in the
past, in 100% of plays set in the fu-
ture,and in 92% of plays depicting for-
eign lands or people. As Ouspensky
pointed out,Life would collapse without
negative emotions . Harold Wirk

jim Randazzo went to visit Life friends
and as he greeted them and entered
their home he realized no one was home
(they did not exist)

.

R.

Be»eing awakened in the moming by a

clock-radio may verify for one the ef-
fect of music on the machine. Notice
the mood of the machine upon awakening,
and see what mood of music is playing
(or newscast, etc). How we arise can
be determined by an external event if
we are not self-remembering quickly!

Stella

Ilere is a method to visualize the or-
der and distance of the planets from the
sun

:

Place a small pea on the floor and two
grains of salt, one four inches and the
other seven inches away from the pea.
The pea represents the sun, the first
grain of salt designates Mercury, and
the second grain, Venus. Now measure
outward three inches from Venus; this
is the earth. Six inches more are the
asteroids and twelve inches beyond that
is Mars. Jupiter is twenty-four inches
from Mars, Saturn is forty-eight inches
from Jupiter, ninety-six inches from
that is Uranus , and Pluto is 192 inches
from there. Neptune is half-way between
Uranus and Pluto. The distance from the
sun to Pluto, or the radius of the so-
lar system,would be 32-1/2 feet in this
scale.

Place a dot on the pea and pretend the
dot is a space ship and you are in it.
Taking off from the sun at the speed of
light, you would take eight minutes to
pass earth, 80 minutes to reach Saturn
and about five hours to reach Pluto.

As each planet orbits around the sun at
the distances stated above, they usual-
ly are scattered, as chocolate chips on
a cookie, and it is seldom that four or
five planets are in a straight line
from the sun. Alden Edmunds
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^yt will lie a great deliglit for m\'

higher centers when one or more stu-
dents wake up to join me. R.

lligher centers resolve the problem of
being half a being(a male or a female)

.

The physical bodies we are in are eith-
er male or female and ave one-half of a
magnetic field whiah seeks its oppo-
site. R.

In addition to those centers of wliich

\<e have so far spöken there are two
other centers in man, the "higher emo-
tional" and the "higher thinking."
These centers are in us ; tliey are full\'

developed and are working all the time,
but their work fails to reach our or-
dinary consciousness . The cause of this
lies in the special properties of our
so-called "clear consciousness."

George Gurdjieff

A student must be graced to have higher
centers crystallize in tliis life. R.

You are near higher centers , and then
you choose present ly to go into Life,

and right away tliey expect you to act,
that is , lie

.

R.

When the students who left for Hawaii
arrived there, they felt as though they
had been there before. The angle of
thought was given to them that they
were in touch \\ith higher centers, and
when higlier centers are present they
ha\^e a familiar taste. R.

Ke have been given tlie theory that
higher centers have the speeds of a sun
(world tvvelve) and a galaxyCworld six) .

These speeds are incomprehensibly fast

and render the speeds of organic life
on earth as almost non-existent. R.



leter Ouspensky said that we cannot

disregard luck, it is necessary to meet

a teaching. 1^.

In a celestial influence teaching, there

are cuts, broken bones , auto accidents,

and so forth ,
yet there is little pos-

sibility of loss of life.as they do not

attempt to giva us birth to lose us

.

R.

One of my biggest shocks as a teacher
was when C influence started putting
students through the same forms of suf-

fering as this one went through. This

also reflects the level of our teach-

in". R.

C influence gives us many shocks if we

are awake enough to read them. R.

A student remarked that he did not feel

he was worthy to receive the gift of

being helped to aivaken by C influence.

It was said to him that we are the most

worthy of people to receive their work.

We have been given problems or weak-
nesses as a source of friction for our
Self to be potentially bom. There are

millions of other considerably worthy
people who lack one element we were

each graced to receive: We have luck.

R.

C influence arranges friction for stu-

dents in the Fellowship of Friends. In

our teaching it is generally not the

role of teachers to provide shocks,

though teachers will use shocks to dem-

onstrate how they create the third
State. This will give understanding

and hopefully tolerance to the methods

C influence uses to awaken us . In our

teaching they leave the teachers as an

anahar of trust and love to occasion-

ally le an on . R.

Unfortunately weak shocks will not a-

waken the Self or third state. This is

why C influence arranges strong shocks
...to awaken the Self. R.

Un less a teacher is conscJous both he

and his students are in imagination and
what is worsc they do not know it and

think thc\' are awake. R.

When a student introduces the teaching
to a person he is bringing that person
the gift of Ii fe . Do not gi \-c them th i s

angle, however, as man thinks he has a

soul

.

R.

This teaching is the only thing _I_ have
found that fights the inflation of

words

.

R.

Remember to work to whatever your play
is as vchatever C influence has in mind
for US will be as thev ivi sh it. R.

One da\' our group will be like George
Gurdjieffs is now ... a handful of
"lights" ai-e left at Font ainebleau near
Paris. R.



'ecause they do not wish
significantly to seek their own inner
Self, humanity, as a mechanical organ-
ism, reaches out to the stars for mys-
tery, as they have generally fathomed
this mechanical level. R.

If things have not changed inyourdeal-
ings with Life, then you are not work-
ing and are in imagination. Since you
are experiencing friction with Life, it
means you are working and trying to be
true to yourself. R.

Life tried to mold us , or kill us , with
good intentions, of course. R.

The teaching is said to be just the
opposite to Life, which basically seeks
attention. Blessed are the meek for
they shall inherit the earth. R.

Most men in Life do follow a woman.

In this century, as in most all centur-
ies, a large segment of Life takes
materiality as a symbol of identity.

R.

Life's level is an oft felt shock. Peo-
ple in Life make hardly any significant
effort to change their level of being
and, in general, die as they were bom.
That is, machines . They make little
significant use of their lives while
here. R,

It is time for us to devour a variety
of the offerings of world 48, organic
life on earth. The humans on this par-
ticular planet call this phenomenon a

coffee hreak. R.

It is odd how humanity signifies noth-
ing, isn't it? R.

Try to verify that people in Life do
not exist. We can be hypnotized by
their postures, smiles and tapes that
the machine speaks. R.

And some end up in Life suaaessfully
dead. R.

Most all of the people we see are dead
before they die. R.

Little of value can be accomplished
quickly and easily, and yet Life often
sells this lie. R.

It is almost impossible for Life to
surprise us . Why? They do not think
on the scale of immortality. R.



krnfov,_;^ur teacher has told you that he is

accompanied by the sacred messenger

Leonardo da Vinci. As you may know,

Leonardo wrote backwards and in order

to understand his writing it was neces-

sary to hold his words to a mirror.

Just the other formatory day it was

realized that your teacher was bom in

the small town of ENOLA, Arkans as

.

Please place this word 3M0JA to the

mirror. ^•

O sleepers! What a thing is slumber!

Sleep resembles death. Ah , \ihy then

dost thou not work in such wise as that

after death thou mayest retain a resem-

blance to perfect life, when , during

life thou art in sleep so like to the

hapless dead. R-

Leonardo da Vinci said the head is by

far the most noble and useful part of

the human body. Sometimes when this

one observes his students the head is

all that is seen, and the rest of the

body appears useless. R.

Methinks that coarse men of bad hab-

its and little power of reason do not

deserve so fina an instrument or so

great a variety of mechanism as those

endowed with ideas and with great reas-

oning power, but merely a säck wherein

their food is received, and from whence

it passes away. For in truth one can

only reckon them as a passage for food;

since it does not seem to me that they

have anything in common with the human

race except speech and shape, and in

all else they are far below the level

of the beasts . Leonardo da Vind

The act of procreation and the members

employed therein are so repulsive, that

if it were not for the beauty of the

faces and the adomments of the actors

and the pent-up impulse, nature would

lose the human species. LdV

He who expects from experience what she

does not possess takes leave of reason.
LdV

To enjoy: To love a thing for its own

sake and for no other reason. LdV

Patience protects one against insolence,

as clothes protect one from cold. LdV

You do ill if you praise, but worse if

you censure what you do not rightly

understand. LdV

Often the most unfortunate aspects of

eating red meat is the "scale" of the

animal. The larger the physical scale

of the animal the more repulsive the

taking of the life. Leonardo da Vinci

avoided eating any animal like him. R.

In youth acquire that which may requite

you for the deprivations of old age;

and if you are mindful that old age has

wisdom for its food, you will so exert

yourself in youth, that your old age

will not lack sustenance. LdV



C(he true rule, in determining to em-

brace, or reject anything,is not wheth-
er it have any evil in it; but whether
it have more of evil, than of good.
There are few things wholly evil, or
wholly good. Almost everything. . .is an

inseparable compound of the two ; so
that our best judgment of the prepon-
derance between them is continually de-
manded. Abraham LinooZn

You can fool some of the people all
of the time, and all of the people some
of the time, but you can 't fool all of
the people all of the time. AL

A woman shouted to Lincoln:
"They'll kill you Abe!"

His reply, "Hannah, if they do kill
me, 1 shall never die another death."

As I would not be a slave, so I would
not be a master. This expresses my idea
of democracy. Whatever differs from
this, to the extent of that difference,
is no democracy. AL

Please notice in Lincoln 's Gettysburg
Address that the word "I" is not used
in the text. R.

Fourscore and seven years ago our
fathers brought forth on this continent
a new nation, conceived in liberty, and
dedicated to the proposition that all
men are created equal . Now we are en-

gaged in a great civil war, testing
whether that nation, or any nation so
conceived and so dedicated, can long

endure. We are met on a battlefield of
that war. We have corae to dedicate a

portion of that field, as a final rest-
ing place for those who here gave their
lives that their nation might live. It

is altogether fitting and proper that
we should do this. But, in a larger
sense, we cannot dedicate, we cannot
consecrate, we cannot hallow, this
ground. The brave men, living and dead,
who struggled here have consecrated it
far above our power to add or detract.
The world will little note, nor long
remember, what we say here, but it can
never forget what they did here. It is

for us the living, rather, to be dedi-
cated here to the unfinished work which
they who fought here have thus far so
nobly advanced. It is rather for us to
be here dedicated to the great task re-
maining before us ; that from these hon-
ored dead we take increased devotion
to that cause for which they gave the
last full measure of devotion; that we
here highly resolve that these dead
shall not have died in vain, that this
nation, under God, shall have a new
birth of freedom; and that govemment
of the people, by the people, for the
people, shall not perish from the earth

.

AL
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is the years pass we will

have less a student -t eacher relation-

ship and more friendship. R.

One of our tasks is to accept each oth-

er's weaknesses, which,in time, we will

overcome or minimize. R.

And so life passes, with people in Life

occasionally seeking their souls. R.

Some absolutes are legitimate absolutas.

R.

Most people prefer ideas rather than a

reality. R-

Låter you will be able to make most any

physical effort and not be bothered, as

you will understand and accept its nec-

essity. R-

Whenever "I" am with one true student

"I" am safe. R.

You can only remember fragments of your

past because you were asleep most of

the time. R-

Have you noticed how winter puts many

students inside and puts them to bed

earlier? R-

Folklore can be esoteric or simple wis-

dom, like Brer Rabbit. R-

When we have found our Self we have

found life's greatest mystery. R.

The pub lic school system generally is a

place where creatively dead teachers

teach their students how to become dead.

R.

New York and San Francisco are esoter-

ically polluted. R.

»hile in Hawaii, formatory

"White Christmas" carols wafted through

the air. R»

Kindness is a healing agent,

Deserts and oceans are positive emana-

tion environments as they are away from

concentrated human emanations. R.

As the different students arrive for

our meetings , various forms of love

walk into the room. R-

On the Fourth Way about the only thing

permanent is ohange

.

R-

In the teaching, people who need saving

are not worth saving. The stronger
each student is , the farther he and the

Fellowship will go. R.

Soon you will find you must give every-

thing you have to wake up , and then

more

.

R-



\ight aation is the way the
Self proceeds in relation to the sub-
ject of "conscience." R.

Being in the second state of conscious-
ness is like being in muddy water.

David Guido

Some students come to a teaching to eat
and others to be eaten. Stella Wivk

Wlien someone offers rae a cup of coffee,
cold drink, or foods , a waiting period
takes place to see what "message" comes
from the instinctive—moving center.
An angle of thought is that it is good
to wait a bit after such questions , as

"Would you like a pillow?" because some
people reply quickly, saying, "No, thank
you," and the next "I" says, "Oh, well,
maybe thafs a good idea." The many I's

seem to be right at the edge ready to
speak up for the whole organism.

Stella Wlrk

Try to see the shocks we are given as

not good or bad, rather as necessary.
Susan Davis

Negative emotions are not real. When
they appear, we are in imagination and
Identification. Separation from them
is somewhat like separating the yolk of
an egg from the white. The first few

times we break the yolk, and some of
the shell goes in with the white. With
practice, we can separate them well.

Bonita Guido

It is raore difficult for our buttons to

be pushed if we are in silence.
Jim Randazzo

We sometimes need to play I's against
each other, as in a chess game.

Jim Chisvm

Speaking with others helps us to find

our weak spöts. Daniel Davis

1973 should be a good year for the Fel-
lowship of Friends, as was 1972. R.

Approximately 60% of our body weight is
composed of water. The remaining 40%
is composed of 18% protein, 7% minerals,
and 15% fat. The total water in the
average 150-pound man is about 40 quarts
or 57% of his total body weight.

Susan Davis

When thin people give heavy people ad-
vice on becoming thin, they are giving
themselves credit for being thin.

Jim Chisum

It is not being bom in a duck-yard
that will determine if you are a swan
or not. Hans Christian Anderson

Two Life people at a restaurant, one
says, "You pick up this tab and I'll
catch it on the next recurrence." r7

Student; "The 'I' exercise is going to
be difficult for me."
Stella Wirk: "Just stop talking about
yourself ."
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C/ssence was much less restrained when

we were children, yet less civilized,

in general. R.

A Creative essence in a passive machine
is common. R.

People have an alchemy composed of

gold, silver, copper and lead with a

center of gravity in one area. When
they conceive a child they usually will

produce the same machine yet are cap-

able of producing a child with an al-

chemical center of gravity at a higher
or lower level than themselves. R.

For the various beings on the planet
the magnetic field constitutes the life

of their essence. R.

All man's inner life, all his percep-

tions and reactions are divided into

essence and personality. There are

certain things which are bom with you,

such as certain physical features

,

State of health, certain kinds of pre-

dispositions , inclinations , tendencies

and so on. They belong to essence.
Personality is what you acquire in the

course of your life:

words

.

views , opinions,
Vetev Ouspensky

Planets affect man in the mäss and not

the individual man because the part of

man which can be affected is either

quite small and undeveloped or too cov-

ered by personality. Personality re-

flects all these influences , and man is

under the law of accident. If man lived

in his essence, he would be under plan-
etary influences or, in other words,
under the law of fäte. tVhether this

would be to his advantage or not is

another question; it may be better in

one case and worse in another, but gen-

eral ly better. Planetary rays cannot

penetrate personality.

People in the mäss are affected by

planetary influences in certain parts
of themselves which are always there.

Most people in a crowd are men No. 1,

that is, men living in instinctive and
moving centers . And the chief motive
power of man No. 1 is imitation and

imagination. When people are under the

power of imitation and imagination,
they easily accept mechanical influ-

ences; they begin to imitate one an-

other, so it produces a big effect.
Peter Ouspensky

8
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afccasionally the question, "How can
you determine if the teacher is con-
scious?" is asked. Here are some angles
to give new students who ask this ques-
tion. The primary factor that makes it
difficult to determine if a teacher is
conscious is that students cannot see
beyond their own level of heing

, yet a
student can intuitively sense something
higher in a teacher. George Gurdjieff
and Peter Ouspensky said that this is a
law. Another factor that helps to veri-
fy a teacher 's level of being is the
uniqueness and value of the knowledge
the teacher emits, as a true teacher has
quite unusual knowledge. Along with
this knowledge, a conscious teacher has
being and is the knowledge he emits,
with an unusual strength of reliability

.

Perhaps the most sure way of verifying
the teacher is conscious is to verify
the theory he gives his students that
he is connected with the vine and C in-
fluence is working with the students
and the teacher. Coramon sense dictates
that if C influence is working with the ,

teaching, the teacher has a conscious
role. A B-influence teacher seldom

A

produces anything of his own... that is,
he has no task, and most always is con-
tent to sing the song of another pre-
vious teacher; whereas , a conscious
teacher produces his own material in
relation to his task. And, as a con-
scious teacher 's last symbol of iden-
tity , we tum to Christ, the King of
Kings, the master of the masters, the
highest of the high, who wore a crown
of thoms to syrribolize his level of
being.

,

' -.-; ;.-.;.. r

Enchanting, galactic, gossamer night.

stränge, haunting whispers

pulsate through my ember mind,

.

The magnet! c autumn calls

to the moon-winged geese...

as the celestial sphexes

beckon my embedded soul.

A
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The ordinary intellec-
tual center is always
available to us inthis

life. A second func-
tion,higher mental, is

ordinarily absent in

humans for lack ofsuf-
f-ident nevDous enevgy

to eveate periods of intensity (fric-

tion, R.). Higher mental, or its

rare occasion of operation, reveals
to man Zaus in aation, he sees the

whole phenomenal world as the produat

of laus . All true formulations o£
universal laws derive recently or re-

motely from the working of this high-
er fimction, somewhere and in some

man.

From these two rainds the great quan-

dary of human understanding arises.

For these two minds can rarely under-
stand each other as there is too

great a speed between them. Just as

communication is impossible between a

peasant plodding along a road with a

load of sticks and a car which flash-

es past him at eighty miles an hour,

beoause of their differenae in speed

^

so is communication ordinarily impos-

sible between logical mind and higher
mind, for the same reason. To the

intellectual center (logical mind)

,

the traces left by higher mind will
seem arbitrary, superstitious, illog-
ical , and unproven. To higher mental
(world six, R.) , the work of the in-

tellectual center will seem ponder-
ous , unnecessary, and beside the

point

.

Rodney Collin

The professional scientist is wedded
exclusively to the logical mind.

Rodney Collin

In every age men have tried to assem-^

ble all the knowledge and experience
of their day into a single whole
which would explain their relation to
the universe and their possibilities
in it . In the ordinary way they could
never succeed. For the unity of
things is not realizable by the or-
dinary mind, in an ordinary state of-

consciousness . The ordinary mind,
refracted by the countless and con-
tradictory promptings of different
sides of human nature, must reflect
the world as manifold and confused as

is man himself. A unity, a pattem,
an all embracing meaning - if it ex-
ists - could only be discemed or ex-
perienced by a different kind of mind,

in a different state of conscious-
ness. It would only be realizable by
a mind which had itself become uni-
fied.

A certain idea may be expressed in
philosophical or in scientific lan-
guage, to appeal to a man's intellec-
tual function; it may be expressed in
religious or poetic language to ap-
peal to emotional function; it may be
expressed in ritual or in dances to
appeal to motor function; it may be
expressed in scents or in physical
postures to appeal to his instinctive
physiology.

Besides these languages, recognizable
by man through his ordinary functions

,

there are other forms of language
arising from an appealing to super-
normal functions, that is, functions
which can be developed in man, but
which he does not ordinarily enjoy,
higher emotional and higher intel-
lectual brains

.

Rodney Collin

J3A ^Ä^
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The word aosmos as used by the
Pythagoreans meant "a self-evolving
or self-transcending whole." The
possibility of self-evolution or self-
transcendence implies a special plan
and structure which some creatures
have and others do not have. Thus
man, who possesses the possibility of
perfecting and transcending himself,
can be called a cosmos , whereas a
dog, which seems to be a finished ex-
periment with no further possibili-
ties, cannot. By the same token, a
sex-cell, which can transcend itself
into a hiiman, is probably a complete
cosmos, whereas a bone-cell is not; a
planet, which can transcend itself
into a sun, is a complete cosmos,
whereas an asteroid is not, and so on.

Rodney Collin

Each cosmos is three-dimensional for
itself, that is, it possesses its own
height, breadth and thickness.

Rodney Collin

All the heavenly bodies may be the
life force, the consciousness of the
Absolute itself, which is making an
everlasting pilgrimage. Rodney Collin

When death comes to the variotis forms
of beings upon this planet the mag-
netio field goes to the moon, the
physiaal body retums to the earth,
and what then becomes of man's soul?
We have no choice but to admit that
ordinary man has not yet found a soul.
It has to be oveated. Rodney Collin

The soul is too fine a food for the
moon and is not subject to its gravi-
tational pull. To my present know-
ledge the soul that students create
is tended by C influence and is guid-
ed to a higher and higher school role.
The lowest vacancies in school plays
are filled by the many worthy Life
beings. r.

As perceptions properly received
through the bodily senses can feed
essence and alter its nature, so fin-
er matters accumulating in essence
feed the embryo soul. In this way a
soul is bom. Rodney Collin

Where do these principles come from
that I present? To answer this ques-
tion, it becomes necessary to acknow-
ledge my complete indebtedness to one
man, Peter Ouspensky. I first met
Peter Ouspensky in London, where he
was giving private lectures , in Sep-
tember 1936. These "lectures" re-
ferred to an extraordinary system of
knowledge, quite uncomparable with
anything I had encountered before,
which he had received from a man whom
he called "G." This system, however,
was not new: on the contrary it was
said to be an ancient one, which had
always existed in hidden form and
traces of which could from time to
time be seen coming to the surface of
history in one guise or another. Al-
though it explained in an extraordi-
nary way countless things about man
and the universe, which had seemed

1

hitherto quite inexplicable, its pri-
mary purpose - as Peter Ouspensky
stressed - was to help individual men
to awake to a different level of con-
sciousness. Rodney Collin

lim
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©fhe instinctive center is difficult

to controlv S Docile postures help to

humble us , and when we are humble, we

are a pleasure to be with. R.

When we are in a state of humility the

instinctive center has been minimized.

Good hoiiseholder and common sense are

capable o£ htunility. ^^

The instinctive center can instantane-

ously select harmonies while singing

along with another. This is one way to

verify its speed. R-

The instinctive center keeps control of

situations by aontinuing to talk. It

will do this when speaking of Work

knowledge while teaching. One of the

ways to control this beast is to count

to ten before we speak and hope someone

else will give the appropriate angle of

thought. ^'

The instinctive center will awaken just

before our alarm is set to go off and

tum it off. This center has a sense

of time. This brain also sleeps light-

ly, and is designed to do so in order

to keep us from being attacked while we

are resting. Donald Macdonald informed

us that no matter how deep an anesthet-

ic we are given, one part of our body

will remember what has been said. Dr.

Still, of San Francisco, performed this

experiment on patients who were in the

first State of consciousness . Jim Nik-

kel added that when he was in Viet Nam

a North Vietnamese launched a rocket

that exploded about 200 yards from him.

The second and third states of con-

sciousness "blacked out" in him, yet

his instinctive-moving center crawled

him to safety. ..
R.

The instinctive center figures out var-

ious ways to attempt to heal itself;

i,e., pressing on the head to relieve a

headache. R.

The mechanical parts of the four lower

centers see their existence as an end

in itself. R'

It is difficult not to lead a function-

al existence in this life. The machine

also enjoys being functional. R.

As the earth consumes all that is not

connected with self-remembering, man is

waging a useless battle with time. R.

We cannot wake up unless the witch (the

emotional center) is fairly active.

This is one of the reasons we use the

tool of voluntary suffering, as this

tool produces negative I's which are

food for the soul to be bom. R.

When people meet a teaching it is the

golden moment of their lives, and, for

some, their golden moment passes them

by and goes unnoticed. R.

The Bible contains many waming pas-

sages as to the danger of being asleep,

such as axJakerij sleep not, watch, fov
ye knou) not when. R.

-
'
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Negative I's do not die, they become
dormant , and may retum as strong as
ever years låter, if they are fed. They
are not stronger, they only appear so
as you have become more conscious, and
are thus more aware of the mechanical
manifestations of your machine. R.

Students have a feature of gossip and
as a teacher, this one does not expect
them to be able to control it, yet am
delighted when they do. A teacher has
to work with what he has , not what im-
agination wishes he had. Gossip is a

malady that affects all ages . R.

The more we can separate the less we
are touched by pain, that is, the more
we suffer the less we suffer. R.

The more a student suffers, the more
suffering C influence brings . The more
a student can separate from suffering,
the more suffering is arranged by C in-
fluence. R.

Bob Dylan observed someone in self-pity
över his suffering and observed that -in

this you ave not so im-ique. R.

Ht.1
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Passive types should attempt to be more
active in a positive way, such as giv-
ing more angles at meetings. Also, when
they are driving, they should be more
active and "dart" where they "dote"....
(crunch) That was a half dart. R.

Often a human machine is incapable of
describing what the emotional center
feels. This is an example of an under-
developed intellectual center or a cen-
ter doing wrong work for another center.

R.

The emotional center sometimes relieves
its tension by observing negativity in
others

.

r ,

What we try to do is take the shocks we
are given, both gentle and strong, and
use them as a thread to self-remember
by. We can know where we were before
the shock and know where we are as soon
as we have been given the shock. R.

The various people we see in the dif-
ferent walks of Life are unaatualized
possihilities.

. , R.

It is so odd what becomes of a human
cosmos. What students need to do is to
deal with significant problems, like
how to escape the human machine. R.

It brings much pleasure and gratitude
when students value waking up as much
as this one does. , R,

There is little to be won or little to
be done on this planet ,except to awaken
your sleeping soul. R.

"To struggle to awaken, when our weary
efforts fail us," were the first words
spöken by the teacher on December 25
when the recent period of silence ended.

Existence is a series of beginnings . R.
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n angle is that when we

are suffering in duality the pres sure

becomes greater ' and greater until we

have no place to go but up.

Daniel Davis

We have nothing to lose as for the most

part we have nothing. Daniel Davis

We like to think we are prepared for

the worst and then it is worse than we

were prepared to think. Daniel Davis

A teaching in actuality is remarkably

different from a teaching in theory.

Daniel Davis

Q. How does one avoid depression of

going back into Life after being with

students?
A. The depression itself is the mech-

anicality you are trying to break. Ra-

ther than trying to be away from Life,

work against the raechanical reactions

of being back in Life. Judy Martell

The time spent at Life work is the time

of verifying the real Work.

Frank Saulsbury

We can photograph raany ordinary curios-

ity l's in the course of a day. Two

students may be speaking and a third

not included in the conversation may

come up and ask a question not relevant

to the subject, and the first two have

to reiterate what they are talking a-

bout. Another set of similar I's can

be noticed when students are sitting

around visiting and one arises and im-

mediately another student asks ,"Whereya

goin'?" That is an automatic, mechan-

ical question, and sets up the other

person to have to explain his actions.
Stella Wirk

One can be present while planning for

the future. Judy Martell

Being present doesn't eliminate the

future. It eliminates the worry över

the future. Ted Hawkins

When a person asks a question at a

meeting, often that person is seeking

angles for a personal situation, yet it

is like a patient who complains to a

doctor about a pain and won't tell him

where the pain is. If the questions

can be more specific by using examples,

the angles will be more specific and

useful to the questioner.
D. R. Parker

When one is irritated it is a good time

to study oneself . Rosy Maodonald To wake up is almost literally impos-

sible. Tim Hill

Our machines mistakenly see their mach-

inery as real. Daniel Davis
One can relieve an

with words

.

emotional feeling

Tim Hill
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A characteristic which seeiiis to belong
to the manifestations o£ tramp, and may
be the nature of the feature as a whole,
is an inefficient use of energy, both
one's own personal energy and the en-
ergy available to one in physical re-
sources. If a student plugged up the
leak of tramp he would find more time
and more energy to "do" more things

,

better. Keith Davitt

uch of the time we
know what is right, yet we want to be
told what is right. When we can start
believing ourselves we have made a big
step in our growth. Ted Haukins

At first this one can deal well with
negative situations, then when second
and third thoughts enter, it mulls them
över, and false personality becomes
negative. . . Jan Allén

From one angle lack of change is trace-
able to the machine's quest for comfort
and security. Daniel Davis

The machine has a b as i

c

ing comfort

.

level of want-
John Gvaham

We cultivate new Work I's with the
shocks we receive. We also know we were
not present before the shock came.

Steve Beckett

It is difficult for a man in need to
always aat honestly, as it is hord for
an empty saak to stånd upright.

Ben Franklin

A vicious man could not properly be
called a man, and virtue is not secure
imtil it has become a habit.

Ben Frank lin

Fear evokes I's that speak about other
people negatively. , Kathy Hannah

We present the image of being in con-
trol, then when al one, another set of
I's not concemed with image is allowed
to gain control and go into negativity.
Our image I's have their roots in van-
ity. R.

People are like juke boxes . . . push the
button and on comes the record.

; -- , - .
,--- Miles Barth

Our plays feed essence, and béyond that
the Self. José Gallardo

The information you gave was an eye (I)
opener. Helga Barth

The machine can imagine in a few sec-
onds what may take years for the person
to possibly actualize. Tim Hill
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aving accumulated too
much B influence, many people know too
muah to hear a teaching. They are
identified with what they know. It is

interesting to observe Peter Ouspensky
and to see how he was able to dröp his
Identification with Tertium Organion and
A New Modet of the Un-iverse and hear
the teaching as presented by George
Gurdjieff. These books were also the
levet of his outstanding magnetic oen-
ter. Donald Maodondld

The knowledge in a system is valuable
as it shows us how much time we spend
in being identified with knowledge.
The teaching introduces ideas designed
to go against ideas people usually have
(logical mind) . There are so many kinds
of magnetic centers that it makes our
knowledge eclectic. Donald Maadonald

Martian I's make strident statements.
Donald Maadonald

It is said we are required to eam a

soul. Donald Maadonald It is a gift to be able to recognize C

influence. Donald Maadonald

I's come out in us,are recognized, then
go back in and change their costume,
and come out again. This idea is ex-
pressed in Snow White by the witch who
changes her costume in order to kill
Snow White. Donald Maadonald

The study of astrology is a study of
machinery. Miles Barth

The human machine needs reflection.
José Gallardo

The longer one is in a teaching, the
less is taken for granted. An appre-
hensive sense of urgency surrounds our
efforts. Donald Maadonald

The last month before a baby is bom
there is an urgency to prepare for the
birth. Klaiv Movm-s

One angle that is important about a

weakness is not being so concemed a-

bout overcoming it. Rather see it as

useful for the friction it will gener-
ate by trying to overcome it . It is a
matter of what aim is, and aim is not
so much as to overcome weaknesses as to
wake up. Daniel Davis
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